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TCG: A Transitive Closure Graph-Based
Representation for General Floorplans

Jai-Ming Lin and Yao-Wen Chang

Abstract—In this brief, we introduce the concept of the P -admis-
sible representation and propose a P -admissible, transitive closure
graph-based representation for general floorplans, called transitive closure
graph (TCG), and show its superior properties. TCG combines the advan-
tages of popular representations such as sequence pair, BSG, andB -tree.
Like sequence pair and BSG, but unlike O-tree,B -tree, and CBL, TCG is
P -admissible. Like B -tree, but unlike sequence pair, BSG, O-tree, and
CBL, TCG does not need to construct additional constraint graphs for the
cost evaluation during packing, implying a faster runtime. Further, TCG
supports incremental update during operations and keeps the information
of boundary modules as well as the shapes and the relative positions of
modules in the representation. More importantly, the geometric relation
among modules is transparent not only to the TCG representation but
also to its operations, facilitating the convergence to a desired solution. All
of these properties make TCG an effective and flexible representation for
handling the general floorplan/placement design problems with various
constraints. Experimental results show the promise of TCG.

Index Terms—Floorplanning, layout, physical design, transitive closure
graph.

I. INTRODUCTION

As technology advances, circuit sizes and design complexity in
modern VLSI design are increasing rapidly. To handle the design
complexity, hierarchical design and reuse of IP modules become pop-
ular, which makes floorplanning/placement much more important than
ever. The major objective of floorplanning/placement is to allocate the
modules of a circuit into a chip to optimize some design metric such as
area and timing. The realization of floorplanning/placement relies on
a representation which describes geometric relations among modules.
The representation has a great impact on the feasibility and complexity
of floorplan designs. Thus, it is of particular significance to develop an
efficient, effective, and flexible representation for floorplan/placement
designs.

A. Previous Work

There exist a few floorplan representations in the literature, e.g.,
[1]–[3], [7]–[13], [17], [18]. We shall first review these representations
and the types of floorplans that they can represent. A slicing floorplan,
e.g., a binary-tree representation [11] and a normalized Polish expres-
sion (NPE) [18], is one of the simplest type of floorplans. A slicing
structure can be obtained by recursively cutting rectangles horizontally
or vertically into smaller rectangles; otherwise, it is a nonslicing struc-
ture. The slicing structure has several advantages such as smaller solu-
tion space, implying faster runtime for floorplan design. However, most
of real designs are nonslicing. Researchers in [12] and [17] attempted
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to extend the tree representation to the nonslicing floorplans with spe-
cial topologies, e.g., the wheel structure.

For the nonslicing floorplan structure, there exist several well-known
“old” graph-based representations, e.g., polar graphs in [9] and adja-
cency graphs and channel intersection graph in [14]. Recently, the non-
slicing floorplan representations have attracted much attention in the
literature, e.g., sequence pair [7], bounded sliceline grid [8], O-tree
[2], B�-tree [1], and corner block list [3]. Murata et al. in [7] used
two sequences (�+;��) of module names, called the sequence pair
(SP), to represent the geometric relations among modules. They de-
fined the P -admissible solution space, which satisfies the following
four requirements [7]:

1) the solution space is finite;
2) every solution is feasible;
3) packing and cost evaluation can be performed in polynomial

time;
4) the best evaluated packing in the space corresponds to an optimal

placement.

SP is P-admissible and is flexible for general floorplan/placement de-
sign; however, it is harder to handle the floorplan/placement problems
with position constraints, e.g., boundary modules, preplaced modules,
and range constraints. Tang and Wong [16] recently presented an ef-
ficient packing scheme, called FAST-SP, to evaluate the cost of a se-
quence pair by computing its common subsequence. Nakatake et al.
in [8] proposed a flexible bounded sliceline grid (BSG) representation.
BSG is also P-admissible. However, BSG itself has many redundan-
cies since there could be multiple representations corresponding to one
packing, implying a larger solution space and thus longer search time
to find an optimal solution.

For tree-based methods, Guo et al. in [2] proposed the O-tree repre-
sentation for a left and bottom compacted placement. (A similar idea
to the O-tree was independently developed by Takahashi in [15].) In an
O-tree, a node denotes a module and an edge denotes the horizontal ad-
jacency relation of twomodules. Chang et al. recently in [1] presented a
binary tree-based representation for a left and bottom compacted place-
ment, called B�-tree, and showed its superior properties for operations.
Given an O-tree or a B�-tree, it may not be feasible to find a placement
corresponding to its original representation.

Recently, Hong et al. in [3] proposed a corner block list (CBL) rep-
resentation for mosaic floorplans. In a mosaic floorplan, each region
must contain exactly one module. However, CBL is not P-admissible
since it cannot guarantee a feasible solution in each perturbation, and
many infeasible solutions may be generated before a feasible solution
is found.

B. Our Contribution

We propose in this brief a transitive closure graph (TCG)-based
representation for general nonslicing floorplans and show its superior
properties. To differentiate the properties of TCG from other existing
representations, we extend in this brief the concept of the P-admissible
representation to that of the P�-admissible one by adding the following
condition:

5) the geometric relation between each pair of modules is defined
in the representation.

The fifth condition facilitates the handling of the floorplan/placement
design problems with additional requirements such as module sizing
and position constraints (e.g., boundary constraints and symmetry con-
straints). The representation after packing corresponds to the original
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one if it satisfies the condition. It leads to a better solution (neigh-
borhood) structure, facilitating the search for an optimum solution.
The P�-admissible representation corresponds to a general topolog-
ical modeling of modules and thus contains a complete structure for
searching for an optimum floorplan/placement solution.

TCG combines the advantages of SP, BSG, and B�-tree. Like SP
and BSG, but unlike O-tree, B�-tree, and CBL, TCG satisfies the five
conditions of P�-admissibility:

1) its solution space is (m!)2 and thus finite, wherem is the number
of modules;

2) every solution is feasible (note that the CBL representation does
not guarantee this property);

3) packing and cost evaluation can be performed in O(m2) time;
4) the best evaluated packing in the solution space corresponds to

an optimum placement;
5) the geometric relation between each pair of modules is defined

in the TCG representation.
The solution space is the same as SP but the memory usage is smaller
since we do not need to maintain a sequence pair. Like B�-tree, but
unlike SP, BSG, O-tree, and CBL, TCG does not need to construct ad-
ditional constraint graphs for the cost evaluation during packing, im-
plying faster running time. Further, TCG supports incremental update
during operations and keeps the information of boundary modules as
well as the shapes and the relative positions of modules in the repre-
sentation. More importantly, the geometric relation among modules is
transparent not only to the TCG representation but also to its opera-
tions (i.e., the effect of an operation on the change of the geometric
relation is known before packing), facilitating faster convergence to a
desired solution and placement with position constraints. All of these
properties make TCG an effective and flexible representation for han-
dling the general floorplan/placement design problems with various re-
quirements. Experimental results show the promise of TCG. For area
optimization, TCG achieved average improvements of 2.22%, 2.04%,
1.18%, and 3.54%, compared to SP, O-tree, enhanced O-tree, B�-tree,
and CBL, respectively. Optimizing wirelength, TCG obtained respec-
tive average improvements of 5.04%, 3.56% and 3.18%, compared to
O-tree and enhanced O-tree. (Note that B�-tree and CBL do not report
the results for optimizing wirelength alone.) The runtime requirements
of TCG are much smaller than O-tree and B�-tree and are comparable
to enhanced O-tree.

The remainder of this brief is organized as follows. Section II formu-
lates the floorplan/placement design problem. Section III presents the
procedures to derive a TCG from a placement and construct a place-
ment from a TCG. Section IV introduces the operations to perturb a
TCG. Experimental results are reported in Section V. Finally, we con-
clude our work and discuss future research directions in Section VI.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

LetB = fb1; b2; . . . ; bmg be a set ofm rectangular modules whose
width, height, and area are denoted by Wi, Hi, and Ai, 1 � i �
m. Each module is free to rotate. Let (xi; yi) denote the coordinate
of the bottom-left corner of rectangle bi, 1 � i � m, on a chip. A
placement P is an assignment of (xi; yi) for each bi, 1 � i � m,
such that no twomodules overlap. The goal of floorplanning/placement
is to optimize a predefined cost metric such as a combination of the
area (i.e., the minimum bounding rectangle of P) and wirelength (i.e.,
the summation of half bounding box of interconnections) induced by a
placement.

III. TRANSITIVE CLOSURE GRAPH

The transitive closure of a directed acyclic graph G is de-
fined as the graph G0 = (V; E0), where E0 = f(ni; nj) :
there is a path from node ni to node nj in Gg. The transi-
tive closure graph (TCG) representation describes the geometric

Fig. 1. (a) Placement in a chip. (b) TCG.

relations among modules based on two graphs, namely a horizontal
transitive closure graph Ch and a vertical transitive closure graph
Cv . In this section, we first introduce the procedure for constructing
Ch andCv from a placement. Then, we describe how to pack modules
from TCG. In the last subsection, we discuss the properties and the
solution space of TCG.

A. From a Placement to Its TCG

For two nonoverlapped modules bi and bj , bi is said to be horizon-
tally (vertically) related to bj , denoted by bi ` bj (bi ? bj), if bi is
on the left (bottom) side of bj and their projections on the y(x) axis
overlap. (Note that two modules cannot have both horizontal and ver-
tical relations unless they overlap.) For two nonoverlapped modules bi
and bj , bi is said to be diagonally related to bj if bi is on the left side
of bj and their projections on the x and the y axes do not overlap. In
a placement, every two modules must bear one of the three relations:
horizontal relation, vertical relation, and diagonal relation. To sim-
plify the operations on geometric relations, we treat a diagonal relation
for modules bi and bj as a horizontal one, unless there exists a chain of
vertical relations from bi (bj), followed by the modules enclosed with
the rectangle defined by the two closest corners of bi and bj , and finally
to bj (bi), for which we make bi ? bj (bj ? bi).

Fig. 1(a) shows a placement with fivemodules a, b, c, d, and ewhose
widths and heights are (6, 4), (4, 6), (7, 4), (6, 3), and (3, 2), respectively.
In Fig. 1(a), a ` b, a ? c, and module e is diagonally related to
module b. There exists a chain of vertical relations formed by modules
e, c, and b between the two modules e and b (i.e., b ? c and c ? e).
Therefore, we make b ? e. Also, module e is diagonally related to
module d. However, there dose not exist a chain of vertical relations
between modules e and d, and thus we make e ` d.

TCG can be derived from a placement as follows. For each module
bi in a placement, we introduce a node ni with the weight being the
width (height) in Ch (Cv). If bi ` bj , we construct a directed edge
from node ni to node nj (denoted by (ni; nj)) in Ch. Similarly, we
construct a directed edge (ni; nj) in Cv if bi ? bj . Given a placement
withm modules, we need to perform the above processm(m� 1)=2
times to capture all of the geometric relations among modules (i.e., Ch

and Cv have m(m� 1)=2 edges in total).
As shown in Fig. 1(b), for each module bi, i 2 fa; b; c; d; eg, we in-

troduce a node ni in Ch and also in Cv . For each node ni in Ch (Cv),
i 2 fa; b; c; d; eg, we associate the node with a weight equal to the
width (height) of the corresponding module bi. Since ba ` bb, we con-
struct a directed edge (na, nb) inCh. Similarly, we construct a directed
edge (na, nc) in Cv since ba ? bc. This process is repeated until all
geometric relations among modules are defined. As shown in Fig. 1(b),
each transitive closure graph has five nodes, and there are in total ten
edges in Ch and Cv (four in Ch and six in Cv).

B. From a TCG to Its Placement

We have introduced how to derive a TCG from its placement in the
previous section. We now present the packing method for a TCG.

Given a TCG, its corresponding placement can be obtained in
O(m2) time by performing a well-known longest path algorithm [5]
on the TCG, where m is the number of modules. To facilitate the
implementation of the longest path algorithm, we augment the given
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two closure graphs as follows. (Note that the TCG augmentation is
performed only for packing. It will be clear later that such augmenta-
tion is not needed for other operations such as solution perturbation.)
We introduce two special nodes with zero weights for each closure
graph, the source ns and the sink nt, and construct an edge from ns to
each node with in-degree equal to zero and also from each node with
out-degree equal to zero to nt.

Let Lh(ni)(Lv(ni)) be the length of the longest path from ns to
ni in the augmented Ch (Cv). Lh(ni)(Lv(ni)) can be determined
by performing the single source longest path algorithm on the aug-
mented Ch (Cv) in O(m2) time, where m is the number of modules.
The coordinate (xi; yi) of a module bi is given by (Lh(ni); Lv(ni)).
Since the respective width and height of the placement for the given
TCG are Lh(nt) and Lv(nt), the area of the placement is given by
Lh(nt)Lv(nt).

C. Properties of TCG

Property 1 (TCG Feasibility Conditions): A feasible TCG has the
following three properties.

1) Ch and Cv are acyclic.
2) Each pair of nodes must be connected by exactly one edge either

in Ch or in Cv .
3) The transitive closure of Ch (Cv) is equal to Ch (Cv) itself.

Proof:

1) For each pair of nodes, we construct a directed edge according to
the geometrical relation of two modules. Since a module cannot
be both left and right (below and above) to another module in a
placement, the resulting graphs Ch and Cv must be acyclic.

2) Given a placement with m modules, as mentioned earlier, we
constructm(m� 1)=2 edges to capture all geometric relations
amongmodules. Since there are alsom(m�1)=2 pairs of nodes
and no multiple edges are allowed, each pair of nodes would be
connected by exactly one edge either in Ch or in Cv .

3) To prove Property 3), we claim that bi ` bk (bi ? bk) if bi ` bj
and bj ` bk (bi ? bj and bj ? bk). Suppose bi ` bj and
bj ` bk , but we make bi ? bk . This implies that all modules
bl’s overlapped with the rectangle defined by the two closest
corners of bi and bk have the geometric relations bi ? bl and
bl ? bk, which is a contradiction to our assumption that bi ` bj
and bj ` bk. Similarly, we claim that bi ? bk if bi ? bj and
bj ? bk .

Property 1) ensures that a module bi cannot be both left and right
to (below and above) another module bj in a placement. Property 2)
guarantees that no two modules overlap since each pair of modules
have exactly one of the horizontal or vertical relation. Property 3) is
used to eliminate redundant solutions. It guarantees that if there exists
a path from ni to nj in one closure graph, the edge (ni; nj) must also
appear in the same closure graph. For example, there exist two edges
(ni; nj) and (nj ; nk) in Ch, which means that bi ` bj and bj ` bk,
and thus bi ` bk . If the edge (ni; nk) appears in Cv instead of in Ch,
bk is not only left to bi but also above bi. The resulting area of the
corresponding placement must be larger than or equal to that when the
edge (ni; nk) appears in Ch.

Based on the properties of TCG, we have the following theorems.
Theorem 1: There exists a unique placement corresponding to a

TCG.
Proof: We first show that each TCG is feasible (i.e., there must

exist a placement for each TCG) and then show the uniqueness of the
placement.

Property 1) avoids that a module is both left and right to (or below
and above) another module in the packing. Property 2) guarantees that
no twomodules overlap in the packing. Thus, Properties 1) and 2) guar-
antee that there exists a placement for each TCG. Given a TCG, the
x and y coordinates of each module are determined by the respective

longest paths inCh andCv , which are well-defined values in the TCG.
Therefore, the placement is unique.
Theorem 2: The size of the solution space for TCG is (m!)2, where

m is the number of modules.
Proof: We can prove there exists a one-to-one correspondence

between TCG (Ch; Cv) and a sequence pair (�+;��). Since there are
(m!)2 such sequence pairs, the theorem thus follows.

According to the above discussions, we conclude the following
theorem.
Theorem 3: TCG is P�-admissible.

IV. FLOORPLANNING ALGORITHM

We develop a simulated annealing-based algorithm [4] using TCG
for a nonslicing floorplan design. Given an initial solution represented
by a TCG, the algorithm perturbs the TCG to obtain a new TCG. To
ensure the correctness of the new TCG, as described in the previous
section, the new TCG must satisfy the aforementioned three feasibility
properties. To identify feasible TCG for perturbation, we introduce the
concept of transitive reduction edges of TCG in the following section.

A. Transitive Reduction Edges

An edge (ni; nj) is said to be a reduction edge if there does not exist
another path from ni to nj , except the edge (ni; nj) itself; otherwise,
it is a closure edge. Since TCG is formed by directed acyclic transi-
tive closure graphs, given an arbitrary node ni in one transitive closure
graph, there exists at least one reduction edge (ni; nj), where nj 2
Fout(ni). Here, we define the fan-in (fan-out) of a node ni, denoted by
Fin(ni) (Fout(ni)), as the nodes nj ’s with edges (nj ; ni) ((ni; nj)).
For nodes nk, nl 2 Fout(ni), the edge (ni; nk) cannot be a reduction
edge if nk 2 Fout(nl). Hence, we remove those nodes in Fout(ni)
that are fan-outs of others. The edges between ni and the remaining
nodes in Fout(ni) are reduction edges. For the Cv shown in Fig. 1(a),
Fout(na) = fnc; neg. Since ne belongs to Fout(nc), edge (na; ne) is
a closure edge while (na; nc) is a reduction one.
Lemma 1: Given an arbitrary node ni in one transitive closure

graph, for nodes nk , nl 2 Fout(ni), the edge (ni; nk) cannot be a
reduction edge if nk 2 Fout(nl).

Proof: For nodes nk , nl 2 Fout(ni) and nk 2 Fout(nl), the
edge (ni; nk) cannot be a reduction edge because there exists at least
a path hni; nl; nki from ni to nk except the edge (ni; nk).
Theorem 4: Given a node ni in Ch or Cv , it takes O(m2) time to

find a reduction edge (ni; nj), wherem is the number of modules.
Proof: Given a node ni, there exist at most m � 1 nodes in

Fout(ni). For the nodes in Fout(ni), we pick a node nj from Fout(ni)
and remove eack node nk 2 Fout(nj) from Fout(ni). Since ni has
at most m � 1 fan-outs, and each of the fan-outs has at most m � 1
fan-outs, we need O(m2) to find a reduction edge (ni; nj).

B. Solution Perturbation

We apply the following four operations to perturb a TCG:

• Rotation: Rotate a module.
• Swap: Swap two nodes in both of Ch and Cv .
• Reverse: Reverse a reduction edge in Ch or Cv .
• Move: Move a reduction edge from one transitive closure graph
(Ch or Cv) to the other.

Rotation and Swap do not change the topology of a TCGwhile Reverse
and Move do. To maintain the properties of the TCG after performing
the Reverse and Move operations, we may need to update the resulting
graphs. We detail the four operations as follows.
1) Rotation: To rotate a module bi, we only need to exchange the

weights of the corresponding node ni in Ch and Cv .
Theorem 5: TCG is closed under the rotation operation, and such

an operation takes O(1) time.
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TABLE I
AREA AND RUNTIME COMPARISONS AMONG SP (ON A SUN ULTRA60), O-TREE (ON A SUN ULTRA60), B -TREE (ON A SUN ULTRA-I), ENHANCED O-TREE

(ON A SUN ULTRA60), CBL (ON A SUN SPARC 20), AND TCG (ON A SUN ULTRA60) FOR AREA OPTIMIZATION. (NA: NOT AVAILABLE)

Proof: We do not change a TCG for the Rotation operation, and
thus the resulting graphs are still a TCG. It is obvious that exchanging
the weights of a node in Ch and Cv takes O(1) time.
2) Swap: To swap two nodes ni and nj , we only need to exchange

two nodes in both Ch and Cv .
Theorem 6: TCG is closed under the swap operation, and such an

operation takes O(1) time.
Proof: Since we only exchange two nodes in both Ch and Cv

without changing the topology of a TCG for the Swap operation, the re-
sulting graphs are still a TCG. Exchanging the corresponding pointers
of two nodes in both Ch and Cv takes O(1) time.
3) Reverse: The Reverse operation reverses the direction of a re-

duction edge (ni; nj) in a transitive closure graph, which corresponds
to changing the geometric relation of the two modules bi and bj . For
two modules bi and bj , bi ` bj (bi ? bj) if there exists a reduction
edge (ni; nj) in Ch (Cv); after reversing the edge (ni; nj), we have
the new geometric relation bj ` bi (bj ? bi). Therefore, the geometric
relation among modules is transparent not only to the TCG representa-
tion but also to the Reverse operation (i.e., the effect of such an opera-
tion on the change of the geometric relation is known before packing);
this property can facilitate the convergence to a desired solution.

To reverse a reduction edge (ni; nj) in a transitive closure graph, we
first delete the edge from the graph, and then add the edge (nj ; ni) to
the graph. For each node nk 2 Fin(nj) [ fnjg and nl 2 Fout(ni) [
fnig in the new graph, we shall check whether the edge (nk; nl) exists
in the new graph. If the graph contains the edge, we do nothing; other-
wise, we need to add the edge to the graph and delete the corresponding
edges (nk; nl) (or (nl; nk)) in the other transitive closure graph, if any,
to maintain the properties of the TCG.

Tomaintain the properties of a TCG, we can only reverse a reduction
edge. Further, for each edge introduced in a transitive closure graph, we
remove its corresponding edge from the other graph. Therefore, there
is always exactly one relation between each pair of modules.
Theorem 7: TCG is closed under the reverse operation, and such an

operation takesO(m2) time, wherem is the number of modules in the
placement.

Proof: We first show that the resulting graphs Ch and Cv of a
TCG satisfy the three properties of TCG after performing the Reverse
operation.

Without loss of generality, we focus on the case for reversing a re-
duction edge (ni; nj) in Ch. For Property 1), suppose that the new Ch

is not acyclic after the Reverse operation. Then, there must exist a path
from ni to nj in Ch before the operation, implying that (ni; nj) is a
closure edge, which is a contradiction. The newCv must also be acyclic
since we do not add any edge into Cv during the operation. For Prop-
erty 2), each pair of nodes must be connected by exactly one edge either
in the new Ch or in the new Cv after the operation because we delete
the edge (ni; nj) from Cv after adding the edge into Ch. For Property
3), suppose that the new Ch is not a transitive closure of itself. Then,
there exists a path hnx; . . . ; nj ; ni; . . . ; nyi in the new Ch, but the Ch

does not contain the closure edge (nx; ny). During the operation, for
each node nk 2 Fin(nj) [ fnjg and nl 2 Fout(ni) [ fnig in Ch,

we add the edges (nk; nl)’s to the new Ch and delete them from Cv .
Therefore, at least one of the edges (nx; nj) and (ni; ny) does not exist
in the original Ch; otherwise, we would have added the closure edge
(nx; ny) into the new Ch during the Reverse operation. This implies
that the original Ch is not a transitive closure graph, contradicting our
assumption. It is clear that the deleted edges inCv are the closure edges
of the newCh, which cannot be the closure edges inCv . Therefore, the
new Cv is still a transitive closure graph of itself.

The time complexity is dominated by checking whether the edges
(nk; nl)’s (nk 2 Fin(nj) [ fnjg and nl 2 Fout(ni) [ fnig) exist in
the new graph and by inserting and deleting the corresponding edges.
Since there are at mostO(m) nk’s andO(m) nl’s, the operation takes
O(m2) time in total.
4) Move: TheMove operationmoves a reduction edge (ni; nj) in a

transitive closure graph to the other, which corresponds to switching the
geometric relation of the two modules bi and bj between a horizontal
relation and a vertical one. For twomodules bi and bj , bi ` bj (bi ? bj)
if there exists a reduction edge (ni; nj) in Ch (Cv); after moving the
edge (ni; nj) to Cv (Ch), we have the new geometric relation bi ?
bj (bi ` bj). Therefore, the geometric relation among modules is also
transparent to the Move operation.

To move a reduction edge (ni; nj) from a transitive closure graph
G to the other G0 in a TCG, we first delete the edge from G and
add it to G0. Similar to the Reverse operation, for each node nk 2
Fin(ni) [ fnig and nl 2 Fout(nj) [ fnjg, we shall check whether
the edge (nk; nl) exists inG0. If G0 contains the edge, we do nothing;
otherwise, we need to add the edge toG0 and delete the corresponding
edge (nk; nl) (or (nl; nk)) in G, if any, to maintain the properties of
the TCG.

To maintain the properties of a TCG, we can only move a reduction
edge. If we move a closure edge (ni; nk) associated with the two re-
duction edges (ni; nj) and (nj ; nk) in one transitive closure graph to
the other, then there exists a path from ni to nk in the two graphs, im-
plying that bi ` bk and bi ? bk , which gives a redundant solution.
Further, for each edge introduced in a transitive closure graph, we re-
move its corresponding edge from the other graph. Therefore, there is
always exactly one relation between each pair of modules.
Theorem 8: TCG is closed under the move operation, and such an

operation takesO(m2) time, wherem is the number of modules in the
placement.

Proof: We first show that the resulting graphs Ch and Cv of a
TCG satisfy the three properties of TCG after performing the Move
operation.

Without loss of generality, we focus on the case for moving a reduc-
tion edge (ni; nj) fromCh toCv . For Property 1), suppose that the re-
sulting Cv is not acyclic after we move a reduction edge (ni; nj) from
Ch to Cv . There must exist a path from nj to ni in the original Cv .
This implies that the edge (nj ; ni) is also in the original Cv since Cv

is a transitive closure graph. This is a contradiction since (ni; nj) and
(nj ; ni) cannot both exist in the original TCG (Property 2). Therefore,
the newCv must be acyclic. The newCh must also be acyclic since we
do not add any edge into the original Ch. For Property 2), each pair of
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TABLE II
WIRELENGTH AND RUNTIME COMPARISONS AMONG O-TREE

(ON A SUN ULTRA60), ENHANCED O-TREE (ON A SUN ULTRA60), AND

TCG (ON A SUN ULTRA60) FOR WIRELENGTH OPTIMIZATION

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Resulting placements of ami49 for (a) optimizing area alone (area =
36.77 mm ) and (b) optimizing wirelength alone (wire = 604 mm).

nodes must be connected by exactly one edge either in the new Ch or
in the new Cv after the operation because the corresponding edge will
be deleted fromCh after the edge (ni; nj) is added toCv . For Property
3), suppose that the new Cv is not a transitive closure of itself. Then,
there exists a path hnx; . . . ; ni; nj ; . . . ; nyi in the new Cv , but the Cv

does not contain the closure edge (nx; ny). During the operation, for
each node nk 2 Fin(ni) [ fnig and nl 2 Fout(nj) [ fnjg in Cv ,
we add the edges (nk; nl)’s to the new Cv and delete them from Ch.
Therefore, at least one of the edges (nx; ni) and (nj ; ny) does not exist
in the original Ch; otherwise, we would have added the closure edge
(nx; ny) into the newCv during the Move operation. This implies that
the originalCv is not a transitive closure graph, contradicting to our as-
sumption. It is clear that the deleted edges of Ch are the closure edges
of the newCv , which cannot be the closure edges inCh. Therefore, the
new Ch is still a transitive closure graph of itself.

Similar to the arguments in the proof of Theorem 7, the operation
takes O(m2) time in total.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Based on a simulated annealing method [4], we implemented the
TCG representation in the C++ programming language on a 433-MHz
SUN Sparc Ultra-60 workstation with 1-GB memory.1 We compared
TCG with O-tree [2], B�-tree [1], enhanced O-tree [13], and CBL [3]
based on the five MCNC benchmark circuits.

The experiments consist of two parts: area optimization and wire-
length optimization. The area of a placement is measured by that of the
minimum bounding box enclosing the placement. The area and runtime
comparisons among “SP” [7], O-tree [2], B�-tree [1], enhanced O-tree
[13], CBL [3], and TCG are listed in Table I. As shown in Table I, TCG
achieves average improvements of 5.04%, 2.22%, 1.18%, 2.04%, and

1The TCG package is available at http://cc.ee.ntu.edu.tw/~ywchang/re-
search.html

3.54% in area utilization compared to “SP”, O-tree, B�-tree, enhanced
O-tree, and CBL, respectively. The runtimes are significantly smaller
than that for O-tree and B�-tree and are comparable to that for the en-
hanced O-tree [13]. Fig. 2(a) shows the resulting placement for ami49
with area optimization.

For wirelength optimization, we estimated the wirelength of a net
by half the perimeter of the minimum bounding box enclosing the net.
The wirelength of a placement is given by the summation of the wire-
lengths of all nets. The comparisons with the previous works are listed
in Table II. (Note that B�-tree and CBL did not report the results on
optimizing wirelength alone.) As shown in Table II, TCG achieves av-
erage reductions of 3.56% and 3.18% in wirelength, compared to those
for the O-tree and the enhanced O-tree, respectively. Fig. 2(b) shows
the resulting placement for ami49 with wirelength optimization.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have introduced the concept of the P�-admissible representa-
tion, presented theP�-admissible TCG representation for general floor-
plans, and shown its superior properties. Experimental results have
shown that TCG is very efficient, effective, and stable in floorplan opti-
mization. As revealed in the representation, TCG keeps the information
of boundary modules as well as the shapes and the relative positions of
modules.
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